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Mark Scheme

Q1.          

(a) (i) D  9.0% (1)

(a) (ii) Any two from:

large organisms {more
complex/carry out greater
number of functions / more
cells}

(2)

for (more aerobic) respiration

for (more) energy
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Q2.          
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Q3.           
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Q4.           
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Q5.          

Indicative Content Mark
QWC * A description to include some of the following points

selective weedkillers
allows broad-leaved plants to grow uncontrollably and die
narrower-leaved plants and crops left unaffected
auxins and or gibberellins are used

rooting powders
plant cuttings are dipped into rooting powder
roots develop rapidly
large number of plants can be produced from the same
plant
no need to wait for plants to grow from seeds
auxins are used

seedless fruit production
the fruit will develop but the seeds inside will not
fruits are able to grow larger (larger biomass)
gibberellins are used

(6)

Level 0 No rewardable content
1 1 - 2 a limited description of at least one use of plant hormones

the answer communicates ideas using simple language and uses
limited scientific terminology
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with limited accuracy

2 3 - 4 a simple description of two or more uses of plant hormones

the answer communicates ideas showing some evidence of clarity
and organisation and uses scientific terminology appropriately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with some accuracy

3 5 - 6 a detailed description of two or more uses of plant hormones with at
least auxin, gibberellins or other relevant hormone in the correct
context
the answer communicates ideas clearly and coherently uses a range
of scientific terminology accurately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with few errors

Q6.          
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Q7.          

(a) in the phloem (1) Accept phonetic spelling e.g. phloem
/flowem

(1)
(b)(i) A description including two of the

following points

0 to 10/11 no effect / change /
difference (1)

10/11 to 28 / 29/30 decrease
in mass / yield (1)

Over 28 / 29/30 no change (1)

Accept decreases for 1 mark (if no
other marks awarded)

ecf throughout

(2)
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(b)(ii) B - 30 arbitrary units (1)
(c)(i) number of speciesincrease /

go up (1)
Ignore number of weeds

(1)

(c)(ii) Suggestions including two of the
following linked points

increased use of
herbicideresistant crops (1)

increased use (concentration /
time) of herbicide (1)

ref to transfer of genes into
weeds from other plants /
cross pollination (1)

mutation(1)

Ignore ref to evolution / natural
selection
Ignore immune (to herbicide)

Accept a description eg continued use
of herbicide

Accept cross breeding / reproduction /
contamination

(2)

Q8.          

Q9.          
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Q10.          
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